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Creating Custom  
Textures for Your 
Hardwood Floors
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WE HAVE THE ABILITY TO CREATE ANY AND ALL CUSTOM TEXTURE FOR YOUR HARDWOOD FLOORING. OUR 

CRAFTSMEN ARE MASTERS IN BOTH THE ART OF TRADITIONAL HANDCRAFTING TECHNIQUES AND THE LATEST IN 

MODERN TECHNOLOGY, GIVING YOU ACCESS TO THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS—THE OLD AND THE NEW.

HAND DISTRESSING

The traditional handcrafting technique of hand distressing embraces 
wood’s natural beauty by showcasing its raw features such as bare 
knots and cracks. Distressing each individual plank board by hand 
helps to evoke a sense of age, history, character, and timeless beauty. 
Our hand distressing selections are available in light, medium, and 
heavy treatments depending on your preferred look.

CIRCLE SAWN

Using special machinery and proprietary techniques, our craftsmen 
can add circular saw marks to your flooring which will provide the look 
and feel of early sawmill rough-sawn floor boards. This offers a sense of 
history and rustic beauty. We are then able to finish your floors either 
fully textured or sanded back to any level you desire.

BAND SAWN

Our skilled craftsmen have the ability to add straight saw marks across 
the width of each floor board to recreate the look and feel of more 
modern sawmill rough-sawn boards. We are then able to finish your 
floors either fully textured or sanded back to any level you desire.

LIGHT MEDIUM
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SKIP SAWN

Our skilled craftsmen possess many remarkable milling techniques, 
including the skip sawn. This is where original sawmill marks can be 
maintained, hit or miss, to various desired degrees.

WIRE BRUSHING

Wire brushing is another traditional handcrafting technique we offer 
which elevates the appearance of the natural woodgrain via the 
process of texturing. It provides an elegantly weathered look and feel. 
Wire brushing each individual plank board by hand helps to evoke a 
sense of age, history, character, and timeless beauty. Wire brushing 
is available in light, medium, and heavy texturing treatments which 
provide a range of weathered appearances from subtle to dramatic.

HARDWOOD PEGS

Hardwood Pegs are a beautiful way to embrace an authentic Old 
World look and feel in your hardwood floors. Pegged floors also evoke 
a sense of history, character, and timeless beauty. Our craftsman will 
make non-structural round and square pegs and can do so in a wide 
variety of wood species. You will then have the choice to either to sand 
your pegs flush or leave them proud.

Disclaimer: For your convenience, the above information was compiled from various sources that were available. PID is neither responsible for the accuracy, 
completeness or the content of the material, nor for different, new or changes to the information.  You should directly contact the listed references and 
other reputable sources for the most current, complete and accurate information. In addition, in all instances, you should consult with your professional 
installer, the guidelines of the manufacturer of the wood flooring and other products purchased, and the various publications of the National Wood 
Flooring Association. 


